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1. Introduction

Early in 1982 TRD was asked by the Norwegian Textile Institute (NTI) for advice in planning
a project to investigate the potential of liquid ammonia as a finishing treatment for cotton
knitgoods.

The main objectives of the project were as follows.

1. To evaluate the effect of a liquid ammonia treatment on fabric appearance and
performance in comparison to piece mercerisation.

2. To assess whether liquid ammonia can be used to upgrade the appearance or performance
of fabric made from carded as compared to combed yarn.

From previous experience we have established that, ideally, a minimum of 15 qualities (3
yarn counts x 5 stitch lengths) is needed to enable a reasonably accurate determination of the
effect of a particular finishing route on any given fabric structure.

Consequently, a proposal was put forward, with consideration to the cost of producing and
processing large quantities of fabric, which was considered to be the minimum requirement
necessary to enable objective (1) to be satisfied while in addition going some way towards
providing an answer to objective (2).

The proposed plan, in summary, suggested that 15 qualities (3 yarn counts x 5 stitch lengths)
of 24 gauge single jersey fabric should be produced from combed cotton yarn in sufficient
quantities to allow processing through three finishing routes.

e.g. 1. dyed only control

2. dyed and liquid ammonia

3. dyed and piece mercerisation

In addition 5 qualities (1 yarn count x 5 stitch lengths) of carded cotton should be produced
and processed through the same three routes. By choosing 24 gauge single jersey for the
evaluation, the Kl/K2 data base and fabric samples immediately provide a wide ranging basis
for additional comparisons.

The proposal was accepted by NTI and it was agreed that, as the first stage in implementing
the project, TRD would carry out the production of the grey fabric. This commenced towards
the end of 1982 and all the knitting and grey fabric testing was completed by the end of
January 1983.

The information recorded in this report covers the details of the fabric production and
includes the raw test data for the yarns and grey fabric. No attempt has been made, at this
stage, to analyse the results of the grey fabric testing with the exception of stitch length in the
as-knitted grey fabric. These figures have been analysed in comparison with the
measurements of course length made during the fabric production and serve as an additional
check on fabric quality.

2. Machinery And Instrumentation

The single jersey knitting machine used in these trials is located at TRD's premises in
Manchester and has the following characteristics.

Monarch XL-JS, 24 gauge, 26" diameter, 60 feeders, 1920 needles equipped
with triptape positive feed and side creels.
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Course length (run-in) was measured using a Welmstar Type RS100 electronic course
length/yarn speed meter. Yarn input tension was measured using a Schmidt Type 2 yarn
tension meter.

3. Knitting Plan

The knitting plan, as summarised in the introduction is shown in detail in Table 1. The
combed yarn counts and stitch lengths are replications of those included in Project Kl.
Tightness factors are calculated from nominal tex.

In the original plan it was proposed that the carded yarn would be knitted to the same five
qualities as the equivalent combed yarn. During production of the fabric, however, it was not
possible to produce the tightest stitch length 0.291 cm from the carded yarn we had available,
without an unacceptably high fault rate. Consequently the plan for the carded yarn was
amended and an additional, slacker quality, with a stitch length 0.372 cm, was included as
replacement. In every other respect the knitting plan proposed to NTI was adhered to.

4. Yarn

The yarn was ordered from Courtaulds Northern Spinning Division.

Combed quality KCW hosiery yarn, waxed on cone.

Ne 1-24 340 kilos

Ne 1-28 316 kilos

Ne 1-32 283 kilos

All with a twist factor of 3.5, Z twist.

Carded quality hosiery yarn.

Tandem carded, waxed on cone.

Ne 1-28 316 kilos

Twist factor 3.5, Z twist.

After the yarn had been delivered, samples were submitted to the IIC laboratory for testing,
before knitting commenced.

The yarns were tested for count, twist, friction against steel, single end strength and
extension, according to IIC standard testing procedures.

4.1. Yarn Testing

The results of the preliminary yarn testing carried out by the laboratory are reported in Table
2. The results for count, friction, single end strength and extension were well within
commercial tolerances. Although the twist factors were slightly on the high side, this was not
by a significant amount.

4.2. Yarn Faults

After producing three pieces of quality 291 (stitch length = 2.91mm) from the 1/28's cc
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combed yarn, the carded yarn was put up on the machine. After approximately half a piece
had been produced it was clear that there was a high incidence of thick places in the yarn
which were causing an excessively high fault rate in the fabric. Courtaulds were contacted,
and on examination, agreed to take back the carded yarn and re-clear it to closer tolerances.
Knitting proceeded with the combed yarn until the carded yarn was returned. By this stage
quality 321 was in production and it was decided to continue with our normal production
flow, returning to the two tightest qualities for the carded yarn at the end of the trials. The
fault rate produced in the carded yarn was still high but was not considered to be unrealistic
and therefore no further action was taken.

After completion of the production of the combed yarns, quality 306 was produced from the
carded yarn. On attempting to produce quality 291, however, the fault rate again became
uncommercial and, consequently, the decision was taken to substitute this quality for the
slacker quality 372 which was then produced satisfactorily.

4.3. Fault Rate

To obtain a general idea of the performance of each yarn count during knitting and also to test
for an effect of stitch length/tightness factor on the performance of the yarn, a fault rate
analysis was carried out. Every time a fault appeared in the fabric that could be specifically
related to the yarn, as opposed to the machine or operative, a record was kept and the totals
for each piece recorded on the production data charts.

The detailed analysis of fault rate, averaged to faults per 100,000 metres of yarn, for each
count and stitch length is recorded in Appendix 1. The nominal length of yarn knitted per
piece is calculated from target course length readings, as follows.

yarn length in m = course length in cm x feeders x revs / 100

The performance of the combed yarn in terms of average faults was perfectly acceptable. The
much higher fault rates for the carded yarn reflect the inferior quality of this yarn as
compared to the combed product.

On average, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that, for the yarn used in this project at
the stitch lengths knitted, there is a systematic effect of stitch length/tightness factor on the
incidence of yarn related fabric faults, with the exception of this quality of carded yarn which
was found to be un-knittable at a stitch length of 0.291 cm.

However, it would be dangerous to deduce too much from the figures presented here because,
although a substantial amount of yarn has been knitted, significantly larger quantities of yarn
for each variable would need to have been tested to arrive at reliable or meaningful
conclusions.

4.4. General Yarn Performance and Quality

The combed yarn performed adequately during knitting, causing no special production
problems. By contrast the carded yarn created production problems due to its unevenness and
irregularity which resulted in quite high fabric fault rates. In addition the amount of fly
generated by the carded yarn during knitting was excessive which also contributed to
production problems, e.g. frequent stops to enable the machine to be cleared of the fly build-
up, loose fly blocking feeder holes and yarn guides resulting in additional fabric faults.
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5. Fabric Production

The pieces were produced according to the revised production plan - Table 3.

5.1. Production Data/Quality. Control

All quality control and production measurements recorded during the course of knitting are
listed on the production charts - Appendix 2 - arranged in yarn count order.

Course length

The course length target figure for each piece was calculated from the nominal stitch length
in cm multiplied by the number of needles in the machine. The course length figures quoted
for the start and end of each piece are mean results from several readings taken over at least
five feeders, selected at random around the machine.

The accuracy of the Welmstar course length meter is quoted by the manufacturers as being ±
1% and, therefore, the production tolerance on course length measurements was also set at ±
1% i.e. adjustments to the run-in would only be made, after a quality was initially set up, if
the mean course length measurement deviated from the target figure by >1%. In fact, it was
not found necessary to make any such adjustments, and an inspection of the figures will
confirm that in all cases the measurements were very much better than ± 1%. Figure 1 shows
the linear regression analysis, as additional confirmation.

Courses/3cm Off Machine

This measurement was intended only as a quick ready reckoner to enable the number of
machine revolutions required to produce a length of 100 metres to be calculated. After each
quality/yarn change a piece of the fabric was taken from the machine and allowed to relax
free of tension for several minutes. Courses/3cm were then measured, converted to C/cm and
this figure used to calculate machine revolutions.

required machine revs = courses/cm x 100 x 100 / No. of feeders

Courses/3cm

As an additional production/quality control measurement the courses/3cm were measured at
the beginning and the end of each piece, centrally above the take-down rollers.

Yarn Tension

At the beginning and end of each piece, yarn input tension was checked, adjusted where
necessary and maintained throughout the production at between 3-5 g.

Additional Information

Each piece includes a cutting line.

At the end of each piece of combed yarn the machine was thoroughly blown down to clear fly
and contamination from the guides and the feeder holes. For carded yarns the machine was
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cleaned at least twice per piece.

Samples for fabric testing were removed from Piece 1: 5 metres for IIC and 5 metres for NTI.
Each piece was weighed and the piece weights noted on the production charts and piece
tickets.

5.2. Piece Identification

Each piece was marked at the beginning and end with a piece identification number.

e.g. Code: N24/1-24/321/1

Decode: NTI 24g / Ne 1-24 / 3.21mm stitch length / Piece No. 1

The fabrics produced from carded yarn are identified by the letters CD following the yarn
count.

e.g. N24/1-28CD/354/1

In addition to the code which is written on each piece, each piece also has a piece ticket
attached to it. On these are written the project code - NTI - the piece identification code, the
weight of the piece and any knitting comments. For example, any faults in the fabric which
need to be noted by the finishers. The piece tickets are also colour-coded according to yarn
count.

Ne 1-24 Pink + red stripe

Ne 1-28 Green + red stripe

Ne 1-32 Blue + red stripe

Ne 1-28 Carded Green + green X

5.3. Fabric Faults

Any holes created in the fabric during knitting were mended to avoid processing problems
during finishing. The faults are recorded on the piece tickets.

5.4. General Comments

Apart from routine maintenance and general wear and tear repairs, the machine, in general,
performed well throughout the knitting. There was, however, one problem which developed
concerning the rev. counter. On one or two occasions it apparently jumped during the
production of a piece. Consequently, although the revs shown indicated that the correct
length of fabric had been knitted, on weighing the piece the roll was found to be light. Where
the discrepancy was found to be excessive an additional part-piece was produced and sewn to
the main piece. The total weight for both pieces was then recorded. In the main, however, on
the few occasions when this occurred the shortfall was not considered to be serious as the
method of calculating length from dry relaxed courses practically ensures a minimum running
length of 100 metres per piece for processing.

In the original estimates for yarn requirements, an allowance was made to cover wastage
during production which naturally occurs, for example when changing a quality. Appendix 3
contains a breakdown by yarn count of yarn utilisation in the project.

Estimates for weight of yarn knitted plus the weight of yarn remaining are deducted from the
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actual net weight of yarn delivered as invoiced by Courtaulds. This figure is expressed as a
percentage of the weight delivered.

The average overall loss in production across all yarns was 4.8%. The particularly high
percentage loss figure for the carded yarn can be accounted for because of the additional
knitting problems experienced with this yarn; high fault rate, cast-offs etc.

6. Comparison Of Stitch Lengths Measured On The Machine With Those
Measured In The Fabric In The Laboratory

As one of the main objectives of this project is to evaluate the effect of certain finishing
procedures on the dimensional properties of the fabric, it is essential that stitch length can be
accurately determined. It is also important that the method of measuring gives a consistent
and reliable estimate of the stitch length from which the fabric is known to have been knitted.

Figure 1 confirmed that the stitch length, recorded by the Welmstar run-in meter, going in to
the fabric was the same as the target figure. Therefore, to confirm that the stitch length in the
fabric as measured in the laboratory was also essentially the same, these figures have also
been compared.

Table 4 records the mean % differences between the target and on-machine measurements
and target and laboratory measurements. The average values are 0.01% and 0.43%
respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the results for laboratory stitch length graphically. Figure 3
illustrates the linear regression analysis for the target vs. laboratory results.

There does not appear to be a significant difference between the laboratory estimates of stitch
length and target/on machine values. The r2 figure of 0.997 indicates a high degree of
correlation between the two sets of figures. Consequently stitch length measurements as
recorded by the laboratory can be accepted as giving a reliable estimate of actual fabric stitch
length within practical discernible limits.

7. Grey Fabric Test Results

The grey fabric test data as recorded in the laboratory in the “as-received” and the “fully-
relaxed” state, as defined by IIC, are included in Tables 5 & 6. As previously stated, no
attempt has been made to analyse these data at this stage, they are recorded here for
information only.

The carded yarns are identified in the tables printed by the computer by the letter C
immediately following the yarn count.

e.g. 24/1-28C321/
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Figure 3
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Appendix 1: Fault Rate Analysis
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Appendix 2: Production Data
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Appendix 3: Yarn Utilisation
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